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Prices set to rise, but buyers likely to be more cau ous on volumes than last year
Eurozone troubles and economic problems around the world have been dominating the news for the
past few weeks but the steel and raw materials markets are beginning to turn upwards as the new year
approaches. Demand should be stronger for deliveries during the next two or three months in the
mature market regions, but continuing concerns about the financial situation mean that many buyers
will not want to make commitments further into the future.
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This will constrain apparent consumption growth and stock levels, as buyers are likely to be much more
cautious than they were at the start of 2011, when they over‐stocked early in the year. Production rates
have been slightly reduced in recent months, at least in China, though it must be assumed that there
were more significant cutbacks in November and December.
This apparent over‐supply has meant weaker spot prices, especially in Europe, but the US producers’
recent price increases appear to be succeeding and the European market is likely to follow in the new
year. Scrap prices are also strengthening after the recent correction, while iron ore is unstable, looking
for its new level. Both price levels are likely to increase in the next few months due to growth in
worldwide steel production and seasonal factors.
Looking ahead to the second quarter of 2012, it is likely that producers in US and Europe will be trying to
increase prices again if demand is strong enough, but they will want to avoid a repeat of last year’s over‐
buying scenario which led to falling prices in the second quarter. In Asia, producers will try to achieve
price rises after Chinese New Year and the recent weakness, but demand will need to improve especially
if production levels increase.
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In US, flat products producers appear to be achieving most of their price increases and will continue to
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Con nued on Page 2 

The key question is whether apparent consumption for immediate use will be sufficient during early Q1 to match actual production, ena‐
bling prices to increase.
IMPROVED DEMAND IN EUROPE FOR FLATS WILL LEAD TO STRONGER PRICES DURING Q1, WHILE US PRICES SHOULD CONTINUE TO RISE,
COIL PRICES IN ASIA HAVE BEEN STABLE BUT COULD IMPROVE UNLESS DEMAND DROPS. LONG PRODUCTS’ PRICES ARE LIKELY TO IN‐
CREASE IN DECEMBER OR Q1 IN EUROPE AND US, UNLESS SCRAP PRICING FALLS UNEXPECTEDLY. ASIAN LONGS LEVELS SHOULD GAIN
WHILE SCRAP PRICES ARE STRONG.
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push levels higher until demand drops away. In Europe, spot flats prices are stabilising and
should begin to strengthen early in the new year, though mills may have to wait longer before
attempting official increases. Long products pricing in mature markets has been
comparatively stable during November, but firming scrap levels will drive prices upwards
despite lower seasonal demand.
Asia has been less affected by economic problems than other regions, but price levels have
been weaker and do not yet seem ready to follow other regions upwards. Demand should
continue to be fair, at least until end January when there will be a seasonal break due to
Chinese New Year. The different economic pressures on Chinese markets look likely to ease
as the government adjusts its policies to control inflation and stimulate growth, and
production and demand should increase. Long products consumption should continue to be
firm, but the outlook for flat products sectors is less clear.
The political turmoil in the Middle East continues to affect many regular exporters, especially
Turkey, though long products demand appears to be returning. Export prices for CIS products,
both flat and long, are also strengthening as demand improves after several quiet months
with buyers waiting for lower levels.
Iron ore quarterly and monthly contract costs for Q1 have fallen sharply but are still above
spot market levels. Spot iron ore prices rebounded steadily during most of November from
the lows of late October and are likely to continue to be firm in the short term as demand
rises. However, more customers have now moved to monthly or spot pricing after they
renegotiated terms with their suppliers when spot levels fell well below their contracted
quarterly prices.
Spot coking coal prices have continued to weaken during Q4, and contract levels are also
dropping further. Prices could stabilise if demand improves, while bad weather in Australia is
likely to push levels upwards. Scrap prices have been falling sharply during November, but
have now begun rebounding upwards as collection drops. Prices should continue to firm
during the first quarter, as lower collection rates combine with increased or unchanged
demand.
The likely scenarios for the next three months are:

“Asia has been less
aﬀected by economic
problems than other
regions, but price levels
have been weaker and do
not yet seem ready to
follow other regions
upwards ”

“Export prices for CIS
products, both flat and
long, are also
strengthening as demand
improves a er several
quiet months with buyers
wai ng for lower levels ”

•
US flats spot prices are likely to continue to increase steadily during early Q1. Offtake
is likely to improve as would usually be expected at the start of the year, but buyers’ will not
restock to the same levels as in 2011. Increased output, including the new capacity, has

“Spot coking coal prices
have con nued to
weaken during Q4, and
contract levels are also
dropping further. Prices
could stabilise if demand
improves, while bad
weather in Australia is
likely to push levels
upwards ”
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apparently been absorbed by the market but over‐supply is always possible in the future. If
output has been reduced at the end of this year, and imports remain low, producers may be
able to raise levels throughout Q1.
•
Northern European coil spot prices are likely to consolidate during December, and
should begin to firm early in Q1. There have not been any price announcements for Q1, and
the producers may only try to raise levels in February or March. Output levels will need to
match real offtake during December and January, especially as it seems likely that any
restocking will be limited.
•
Southern European flat products prices continued to fall during November, as
production appeared to continue at a high rate. Demand is expected to remain poor until the
new year, and mills may not cut output in Q4, so price increases in Q1 may be slower to take
effect than in the north.
•
Prices of coils into Asia held steady during November. Sentiment has been weak,
though it could begin to improve as demand should remain fair in early 2012. Prices are likely
to increase slightly in December, led by other regions, but may then hold steady around
Chinese New Year.
•
Domestic Chinese flats pricing may turn firmer in December, as end‐user demand is
expected to improve early in 2012. Also, output levels have apparently been reduced during
Q4, offsetting the falling demand.
•
Long products’ pricing should begin to firm in Europe and US during December and
January despite average demand, as output appears to have been reduced accordingly and
scrap prices have rebounded. Prices in Asia have also been stable, with supplies more limited
while scrap levels have fallen and begun to rise again. Prices are likely to increase if seasonal
demand remains steady in December and January, especially if scrap pricing continues to
increase.
•
The spot market for 63% iron ore is likely to continue to rise slightly after the generally
upwards move during November, though prices fell back at the end of the month to US$ 134‐
138/dmt. Availability of Indian material has improved but some bureaucratic delays continue.
•
Scrap prices fell steadily during November, but began to rise later in the month in most
markets as collection rates fell. In Turkey, steady demand has sent price levels higher, in line
with US domestic pricing. European levels were also strengthening during November and
prices are likely to rise further as demand improves in the new year. Asian mills’ scrap
demand is likely to increase over the next few months, which may also add to price pressures
in exporting regions.

Leading indicators, such as Purchasing Managers Indices worldwide and Global
Manufacturing PMI, are mostly showing signs of falling economic activity in the next few
months, though the US economy is looking firmer, while European financial problems must
mean more uncertainty. Stocks are low throughout the supply‐chain but, with end‐user
demand likely to improve slightly at the start of the year, there will be some stock rebuilding.
However, this will be more restrained than a year ago.
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“Northern European coil
spot prices are likely to
consolidate during
December, and should
begin to firm early in Q1”

“Long products’ pricing
should begin to firm in
Europe and US during
December and January
despite average demand,
as output appears to
have been reduced
accordingly and scrap
prices have rebounded”

“Stocks are low
throughout the supply‐
chain but, with end‐user
demand likely to improve
slightly at the start of the
year, there will be some
stock rebuilding.
However, this will be
more restrained than a
year ago”
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WSA figures show that global output dropped slightly during October, with daily
production falling 2.4%, though actual monthly output saw a 1 million tonne increase. Current
growth in production for 2011 is 8.1% above 2010, and an annual figure of 1.5 billion tonnes is
still anticipated unless there are more sizeable cutbacks in the next two months. Chinese
monthly production continues to fall and was down to 54.7 million tonnes; our 2011 annual
forecast is now around 690 million tonnes, an increase of around 10% from last year’s output.
Most regions showed a steady daily output, meaning actual production rose due to the longer
month. China’s reduced output meant that total Asian production slipped 1% compared with
September, but other Asian countries’ production rose more strongly.

GLOBAL OVERVIEW
US flats spot prices moved steadily higher during second half of November as the initial
price increase was partially accepted by buyers, but subsequent announcements confirmed
the upwards momentum. Stockholder demand has been brought forward again, but end‐
user offtake is likely to remain lacklustre until the new year. There should be an
improvement in apparent demand early in the first quarter, but stocks are unlikely to be
rebuilt strongly during the rest of the first quarter. In Europe, prices have continued to slip
during November, but producers should now be able to stabilise levels and then aim for
increases early in the new year. Offtake is still fair in Asia and flats and longs prices have
remained steady during November, but there are no signs of the anticipated stronger
prices. Domestic China demand for flats has been weaker during November, but lower
output has kept prices steady. Long products consumption is still stronger, and prices have
strengthened slightly. Chinese export prices have fallen sharply to remain competitive in
regional markets, though prices may now stabilise and perhaps increase.
In US, prices for coil products had reached their low‐point in the first half of November and
then began rising during the rest of the month as the first producer increase was partially
achieved. Levels rose further going into December as subsequent rises pushed prices higher.
Production levels have remained high in September and October, especially due to the recent
new capacity. Plate prices weakened but by smaller amounts from their peak, while rebar
producers saw prices fall in line with the scrap pricing mechanism.
Prices for flat steel products in European markets fell slowly but regularly during November.
European producers have tried to limit price falls, but demand is generally lacklustre and
material availability has been quite high. Any attempts for increases appear to have been to
bolster the market. Production levels did not drop in October, but import volumes have now
fallen back so prices should eventually stabilise and look to move upwards in the new year.

HR Coil US$/t

Graph 1
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Prices for HR coil in Asia were stable,
though CR and HDGalvanised coil
prices have slipped during November.
They had been expected to rise as
offtake should be at its peak in Q4. Flat
products prices in China have increased
slightly despite weaker demand, as
mills announced increases to keep the
spot market firm. Export prices for flat
products from China decreased sharply
during
November
to
remain
competitive in regional markets, but
should now stabilise.
Long products demand has remained
low but steady during the past three
months in the mature economies of
Europe and US. Prices in Europe 

“WSA figures show that
global output dropped
slightly during October,
with daily produc on
falling 2.4%, though
actual monthly output
saw a 1 million tonne
increase”

“US flats spot prices
moved steadily higher
during second half of
November as the ini al
price increase was
par ally accepted by
buyers, but subsequent
announcements
confirmed the upwards
momentum”

“Export prices for flat
products from China
decreased sharply during
November to remain
compe ve in regional
markets, but should now
stabilise”
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have held stable during November, and are likely to increase in December and January.
Rebar producers in US have reduced prices during November, due to lower scrap prices, but
supply still appears to match demand and mills should reclaim earlier levels in December and
a further increase in Q1. Wire rod prices slipped in Europe during November, and may
weaken in the next few months until end‐user demand improves.
Prices for H Beams, medium and heavy sections have been slightly weaker generally, with
European and Asian prices slipping downwards. US WF Beams transaction prices have
dropped, despite fair demand, as producers fought for market share and attempted to pre‐
empt imports.

European Coil Euro/t Ex-works

In US, wire rod producers reduced their
prices sharply during November due to
scrap levels, and may choose to keep
pricing stable even if scrap prices rise to
deter imports. Merchant bar prices in
US were weaker during November, and
are likely to fall further in December.
Billet prices in South East Asia rose
steadily during November and are
expected to continue to move upwards
in December as export material
availability from Turkey and CIS
suppliers decreases and scrap pricing
recovers.

Imported prices of most finished long
products into SE Asia were slightly
Graph 2
weaker during November, and may slip
further in December before firming early in Q1. Rebar prices increased slightly but wire rods
prices eased down, and merchant bars prices also slipped. Domestic prices for all long
products in China rose steadily during November as demand remained firm, as the social
housing programme continued. Prices could improve further until Chinese New Year if supply
and demand remain in balance.
Inventory levels in the mature markets appear to be low, which is now normal for the time of
year, but stockists are unlikely to be planning on rebuilding significantly higher stock levels in
the new year after being caught out in 2011. Generally, restocking should be a gradual
process in the first few months of the year, which should lead to a more sustainable price
development. Mills may have to match
their ambitions for price increases to a
Rebar $/t
slower growth in demand. US mills are
likely to post more increases in the new
year, after their recent successes, but
actual rises in Europe are unlikely until
later in the first quarter. In China, stock
levels may now be higher than
preferred, and slow real demand could
push flat products inventories up
before Chinese New Year.

“Rebar producers in US
have reduced prices
during November, due to
lower scrap prices, but
supply s ll appears to
match demand and mills
should reclaim earlier
levels in December and a
further increase in Q1”

“Domes c prices for all
long products in China
rose steadily during
November as demand
remained firm, as the
social housing
programme con nued”

“Generally, restocking
should be a gradual
process in the first few
months of the year, which
should lead to a more
sustainable price
development”

Scrap prices remained steady in US
during November, after the sharp
declines in October, as falling collection
rates offset weaker export market
demand. Prices should strengthen in
December as export demand
Graph 3
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improves, while domestic volumes will be steady if mills maintain output. Prices for
imported scrap into Asia were steady but will increase in December, and may rise further if
import availability decreases. Prices for Turkish importers fell sharply until turning upwards
strongly at the end of November, as availability from exporters dropped.
COIL REGIONAL REVIEW
Flat products spot prices in US hit the low‐point and then rebounded upwards in the second
half of November. Additional US$ 30/short ton rises appear to have ensured the original
increase, and prices continue to move upwards as buyers accept the new levels, though
they remain uncertain about the longer‐term. Prices continued to slip in northern Europe
during the month, while levels in southern Europe have also decreased more sharply; prices
should now be stabilising. Demand has been poor in all three regions, as many buyers have
been destocking leading up to year‐end. Prices in Asia have held steady during November,
as demand continued to be fair, but sentiment could improve leading up to Chinese New
Year.

Coil Price Outlook
Products (HRC)

1960-2100 1960-2100

China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

4130-4180 4190-4220

China export FOB $/t

615-620

615-620

E. Asia import CFR $/t

620-640

620-640

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

470-520

460-500

Jap dom FOT ¥/kg

63-63

58-58

Middle East imp CFR $/t

630-700

590-670

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

620-660

650-680

N.Euro dom Ex-Works €/t

465-535

470-520

Rus Blk Sea export FOB $/t

580-650

580-600

S.Euro dom Ex-Works €/t

440-510

450-480

Ukr Blk Sea export FOB $/t

570-590

540-570

Nov

Dec*

Brazil dom. Del. BRL/t

2560-2700 2560-2700

China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

5170-5300 5150-5220

China export FOB $/t

690-705

690-705

E. Asia import CFR $/t

680-740

680-730

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

525-600

525-570

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

720-770

740-790

N.Euro dom Ex-Works €/t

525-612

525-585

Rus Blk Sea export FOB $/t

685-710

670-690

S.Euro dom Ex-Works €/t

530-600

530-570

Ukr Blk Sea export FOB $/t

670-700

600-630

Nov

Dec*

Products (HDG)

Flat products producers in northern Europe have seen spot levels move slowly downwards
during November. Daily production rose during October and needed to be restrained in the
rest of Q4. However, prices are still under pressure in December as supply has been higher
than actual demand. There is likely to be a period of gradual restocking in the new year, which
may bring supply‐demand back into balance.
In northern Europe, HR Coils fell to Eur 465‐520/t (US$ 605‐676/t), while CR Coils also slipped
to Eur 525‐580/t (US$ 683‐754/t). HD Galvanised base prices fell sharply to Eur 520‐550/t
(US$ 676‐715/t), and all coil prices are expected to hold steady in December before rising at
some point during Q1.

HRC $/t

Graph 4
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Dec*

Brazil dom. Del. BRL/t

Products (CRC)

HR Coil prices in US gained US$ 30/st to US$ 650‐660/st (US$ 717‐728/t) at the end of
November, and these levels are likely to rise further during December and early January.
Rising prices can generate upwards momentum as buyers increase or bring forward
purchases, but there will be concerns about over‐stocking at some point. CR coil prices
slipped but then rebounded to the same level, ending November at US$ 740‐760/st (US$ 816‐
838/t) as real demand was poor until the producers announced raised price levels. HD
Galvanised coil, which had been holding up better, saw a small decline and larger increase up
to US$ 780‐820/st (US$ 860‐904/t). Import levels for most products had fallen as earlier price
levels were less attractive, though this could now change. Mill production rates continued at
high levels during October, and it is unclear whether there have been any cutbacks in
November and December as the new capacity came fully on stream. It is likely that output will
be even higher in January if prices remain firm.

Nov

China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

5000-5050 5000-5050

China export FOB $/t

695-700

695-700

E. Asia import CFR $/t

760-830

750-820

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

580-640

570-600

Mid E. import CFR $/t

850-900

820-870

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

760-830

780-820

N.Europe dom Ex-Works €/t

520-550

510-550

S.Europe dom Ex-Works €/t

510-620

520-570

*Prices listed are SBB forecasts

Southern European coil prices have
fallen sharply during November.
Demand continues to be poor but
production has continued at a high rate.
It remains to be seen whether end‐user
offtake will improve in the new year in
this region. HR Coil prices are now at
Eur 460‐500/t (US$ 598‐650/t) and
these prices may struggle to hold firm in
December, unless production has been
cut. Prices for CR Coil were down to Eur
530‐570/t (US$ 689‐741/t) while
HDGalvanised coil base price was also
down sharply to Eur 510‐550/t (US$ 663
‐715/t).
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South East Asian HR coil prices were steady during November at US$ 620‐640/t cfr, but
they may firm slightly during December. Latest Chinese export prices for HR coil have fallen
sharply to US$ 615‐620/t fob, but this may not have kept them competitive in SE Asian
markets and mills may have to reduce these prices further. CR coil prices in SE Asia fell sharply
during November and HDGalvanised coils were also strongly down to US$ 760‐830/t cfr, and
both are likely to hold steady or weaken slightly in December.

Longs Price Outlook
Products (Debar/Rebar)

Rebar prices in Asia moved slightly higher in November, but were steady during the month
in Europe and fell in US in line with scrap pricing. European prices for merchant bar slipped
in November, but are now likely to be stable during December. Construction industry
activity remains poor, but production appears to have been matched to actual demand in
the mature markets for the past few months. In Asia, H Beam, merchant bar and wire rods
price levels were slightly weaker in November, but may remain stable during December
before firming in the new year.
Medium and heavy sections prices slipped in Europe during November, with prices at Eur 610
‐650/t (US$ 793‐845/t), and levels are expected to fall again in December. SE Asian H‐Beam
price levels were just lower at US$ 830‐850/t cfr. Prices of WF Beams in US dropped to US$
820‐830/st (US$ 904‐915/t) at the end of November, with a further large reduction to come,
as mills fought for market share and aimed to deter imports.
Wire rod pricing in US also fell sharply in November to US$ 720‐740/st (US$ 794‐816/t). Rebar
prices in US fell to US$ 730‐750/st (US$ 805‐827/t) in November, but prices could rise in
December or January as demand
continues
to be fair and if scrap
Wire Rod $/t
increases.

630-

660

635

Blk sea export FOB $/t

620-660

620-640

E. Asia import CFR $/t

630-650

640-650

4160-4260

4250-4280

Eur dom del €/t

510-590

530-580

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

540-560

540-550

Jap dom FOT ¥/kg

55-55

50-50

Mid E. import CFR $/t

660-680

650-670

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

735-770

730-750

Products (Beams /Sections)

Nov

Dec*

E Asia import CFR $/t

830-850

820-840

Eur dom del €/t

610-650

600-640

Jap dom FOT ¥/kg

74-74

69-69

840-850

760-830

Nov

Dec*

4400-4500

4400-4600

E Asia import CFR $/t

720-740

710-730

Eur dom del €/t

570-610

570-610

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

860-890

845-875

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton
Products (Merchant Bar)
China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

Products (Wire Rod)

Nov

Dec*

640-660

640-650

4400-4400

4350-4400

E Asia import CFR $/t

690-700

680-700

Eur dom del €/t

540-570

530-560

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

550-570

550-565

71-71

66-66

720-790

720-740

Blk sea export FOB $/t
China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

Rebar prices in Europe slipped and
rebounded during November and
finished back at Eur 530‐590/t (US$ 689
‐767/t), and are likely to increase
slightly in December and the new year.
Wire rod prices were unchanged during
November at Eur 540‐570/t (US$ 702‐
741/t), and may slip slightly in
December before rising in the new year
if end‐user demand remains steady.

Dec*

630-

Turkey export FOB $/t

China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

LONG PRODUCTS REGIONAL REVIEW

Nov

Jap dom FOT ¥/kg
N.America dom FOB $/s.ton
*Prices listed are SBB forecasts

Rebar prices in SE Asia ended the
month US$ 10/t higher at US$ 640‐650/
t cfr. Import price levels for merchant
bars
into SE Asia slipped slightly to US$
Graph 5
720‐740/t cfr, while imported wire rod
prices were just lower at US$ 690‐700/t cfr. All these prices are expected to weaken slightly in
December, but rebar levels could move upwards if demand remains firm and scrap prices
continue to improve.
Billet prices increased slightly in November in SE Asia, and finished the month at US$ 620‐
635/t cfr. Export levels for CIS and Turkish material also rose during early November but then
began falling back, with prices for Turkish origin material dropping to US$ 580‐590/t fob.
Global billet prices could rise if Asian demand remains steady, as there should be more buyers
worldwide competing for lower volumes of material.
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COMMODITY PLATE REVIEW

Plate Price Outlook

Plate prices have fallen sharply in US, Europe and Asia during November, but may have
reached a low‐point for the rest of Q4, except in US. Chinese export prices have been
reduced to remain competitive in Asian markets, though exporters may need to cut levels
again in the short term.

Plate $/t

In USA, commodity plate prices
dropped regularly during November,
continuing the fall since July. Demand
has been weakening, and there has not
been any stock‐building until January
deliveries, so prices are likely to ease
further in December before possibly
rebounding. Production levels will need
to be matched to actual demand,
though imports have declined. Prices
dropped by US$ 20/st and are now at
US$ 940‐960/st (US$ 1036‐1058/t).

Plate prices decreased sharply in
northern Europe by Eur 60‐70/t and
transaction prices are in the range Eur
585‐635/t (US$ 761‐826/t), but they
should stabilise or firm in December.
Graph 6
Stockists have reduced their offtake
towards year‐end, and end‐user demand may only recover in the first quarter, so prices may
rise in the new year if output matches actual demand.
Southern European commodity plate producers saw spot price levels decrease again during
November, as poor demand and over‐supply continued in Italy and Spain. Current levels are
at Eur 570‐620/t (US$ 741‐806/t), and these will be under pressure in the next few months
unless production is reduced.
In SE Asia, prices for commodity plate dropped to US$ 630‐660/t cfr, and are likely to hold
steady in December if demand remains firm. Export prices of Chinese material have been
reduced sharply from the previous month to US$ 645‐650/t fob, to try and remain
competitive in the Asian region, but they may now need to be cut again or exporters will have
to wait for market levels to improve.

SCRAP AND RAW MATERIALS REVIEW
Scrap was steady in most regions during November, before beginning to rebound upwards
towards the end of the month. US domestic prices remained stable until month end, but
then jumped US$ 30/long ton. US prices had previously been weakening as the import
demand from Turkey eased, but prices are now likely to strengthen if domestic offtake
remains firm.
Northern European levels had dropped before returning to the same levels at the end of
November. Scrap prices in southern Europe remained stable, but at lower levels than in the
north. Price levels in SE Asia were slowly rising at the end of November, and are likely to
continue to increase during December as supply drops from other regions.
Buyers in Turkey began restocking, which saw prices increase as international supply was
falling. Turkish mills’ demand could increase further and prices follow, if export of their
finished products increases.
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Products

Nov

Dec*

4250-4350

4250-4350

CIS export FOB $/t

650-730

650-700

N.Europe dom Ex‐Works €/t

585-635

590-640

S.Europe dom Ex‐Works €/t

570-620

560-600

Eur import CIF S.Eur pt €/t

540-600

540-590

E. Asia import CFR $/t

630-660

630-650

N.America dom FOB $/s.ton

940-960

920-960

China export FOB $/t

645-650

645-650

China dom. Shanghai RMB/t

*Prices listed are SBB forecasts

“Stockists have reduced
their o ake towards
year‐end, and end‐user
demand may only recover
in the first quarter, so
prices may rise in the new
year if output matches
actual demand”

“Buyers in Turkey began
restocking, which saw
prices increase as
interna onal supply was
falling. Turkish mills’
demand could increase
further and prices follow,
if export of their finished
products increases”
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Scrap US$/t

Scrap prices are likely to be firm early
in the new year as demand should
continue to rise strongly if global steel
production keeps increasing.
Domestic scrap prices in US for No 1
Bundles and Bushelling remained steady
in November at US$ 490‐500/lt, but
should increase in December. Shredded
scrap was also unchanged from
October’s levels at US$ 420‐425/lt.

In northern Europe, shredded scrap
prices moved down by Eur 15/t and
finished November at Eur 280‐300/t
(US$ 364‐390/t), while prices in
southern Europe were unchanged at
Graph 7
Eur 270‐300/t (US$ 351‐390/t). Export
prices of shredded scrap from Europe eased by US$ 5/t to US$ 380‐390/t fob but are likely to
strengthen in December if overseas demand continues to be firm.
Scrap prices in Asia rose slightly at the end of November to the range US$ 440‐450/t cfr for
HMS 1/2.
Spot iron ore prices rose sharply during
most
of November, but have then
Raw Materials US$/mt
wavered for the rest of the month and
into early December. Prices may move
higher in the rest of December and
early January if Chinese buyers are
consistently in the market, but Indian
supplies are increasing. More miners
and customers in China have agreed
monthly or weekly pricing periods to
follow the spot market even more
closely, after the dramatic price
movements in October. In November,
spot prices have still not recovered to
the quarterly contract level, and this
situation looks likely to hold for the rest
of the year.
The spot market for Indian origin
material 63% Fe iron ore rose during
November, starting at US$ 135‐136/dmt and rising to US$ 148‐151/dmt before falling back to
US$ 134‐138/dmt cfr. Supply availability is likely to improve in the short‐term as Australian
and Brazilian miners continue to export, while the volume of Indian material for export is
growing. In the new year, prices for iron ore are likely to move upwards, especially if there is a
repeat of last year’s bad weather in Australia and Brazil.

“Scrap prices are likely to
be firm early in the new
year as demand should
con nue to rise strongly
if global steel produc on
keeps increasing”

“More miners and
customers in China have
agreed monthly or
weekly pricing periods to
follow the spot market
even more closely, a er
the drama c price
movements in October”

Graph 8

Coking coal contract prices for this quarter have also fallen back, while spot prices have
dropped further to US$ 238‐245/t fob Australia. This weakness could continue into Q1, unless
weather conditions in Australia cause problems again.

“In the new year, prices
for iron ore are likely to
move upwards, especially
if there is a repeat of last
year’s bad weather in
Australia and Brazil”

GLOBAL OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTION
The monthly production figures from WSA show that October’s global production was
around one million tonnes more than the month before. September is a shorter month, so
October’s actual tonnage calculates to a 2.4% decrease in daily output rate compared 

www.sbb.com
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with September. The monthly output was 6.2% higher than October 2010. World
production in October was 124 million tonnes, which means that total global output for
2011 so far is 1257.6 million tonnes, 8.1% above 2010’s level.
European production increased slightly by 0.6 million tonnes, while total Asian output slipped
by 0.7 million tonnes, despite China’s 2 million tonnes fall. Most other regions showed only
small increases in output, but actual volumes rose in CIS and Other Europe. EU27 output of
15.3 million tonnes in October was 4% higher than in September. There were continuing
strong increases in
output in France, Italy
Crude Steel Output (thousand tonnes)
and Spain, while
Aug 2011
Sep 2011
Oct 2011
Germany’s production
25,146
26,947
28,284
Europe
was just higher than
September’s level.
12,649
14,674
15,273
- EU 27
- Other Europe

3,034

3,213

3,326

- CIS

9,463

9,060

9,685

N America

10,131

9,839

10,014

- USA

7,438

7,233

7,294

S America

4,189

3,997

4,092

Africa

1,200

1,103

1,206

Middle East

1,677

1,661

1,715

Asia

81,251

78,754

78,039

- China

58,752

56,700

54,673

668

626

630

Oceania
World Total

124,262

122,926

In Other Europe,
Turkey’s
monthly
output rose above 3
million tonnes for the
first time this year. The
total CIS output was
7% higher than in
September,
with
Russia
increasing
production by 9% and
Ukraine maintaining
steady daily levels.

123,979

US output was 7.3
million tonnes in
Source: WSA
October, which was
1% higher than September’s figure. South American output was 2.4% higher in October than
the previous month at 4.1 million tonnes. Brazilian production was steady at 2.9 million
tonnes.
China’s output of 54.7 million tonnes was 3.5% lower than September’s figure. October’s
production is an increase of 9.7% on October 2010’s output. India’s monthly production was
estimated as unchanged on a daily basis at 6.2 million tonnes. Japan’s output was almost 7%
above September’s level, and South Korea’s production was around 10% higher compared to
the previous month, surpassing 6 million tonnes. Taiwan’s estimated production fell by 5% to
1.65 million tonnes. Their combined total output is around 17.2 million tonnes, which is a 5%
increase from the joint monthly production level achieved in October 2010.
The Asian countries’ total production of 78 million tonnes was an increase of 8.1% from
October 2010. This region accounted for 62.9% of global production in October, a much lower
figure than recent months.
World output excluding China was 69.3 million tonnes in October. World output excluding
China for the first ten months was 676.8 million tonnes, compared to 640 million tonnes in
2010, an increase of 5.75%. 
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